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Wildcats Cheerleaders in the Community 
By Jess Howard  - Wildcat Cheer Coach - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org   
 

Volunteering, supporting the community, and giving back 
are fundamental values forming the foundation of the 
Londonderry Wildcats organization. We as coaches feel 
that volunteering as a team helps to demonstrate these 
values and our commitment to the community.  Recently 
our Wildcat cheerleaders demonstrated a willingness to 
work for the betterment of others in our community all the 
while promoting team bonding and mutual respect 
amongst the team. 
 

This past weekend the Wildcat D12 and D14 cheer 
squads volunteered with the ‘Food for Children’ a non-
profit organization focused on alleviating childhood 
hunger. Their mission is "providing hope and resources 
for those without life's essentials."  The cheerleaders 
along with coaches and parents helped to setup and 
distribute food to those in need of assistance in downtown 
Manchester. Each week Food for Children serves 350 – 
400 local families in need. 
 

Personalized Wildcat Car Decals – ORDER BY SEPTEMBER 16th 
 

Hello Wildcats support your Wildcat cheerleader or football player with personalized car decals.  Please visit the on-line 
order site  -  HERE  -  The cost of the decals is just $10.  Please visit the link for order information and further details. 
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8U – Too Much for Salem 
By William Plumer - Wildcat Sports Beat - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org   
 

The Salem Rams put up a good effort but the relentless Wildcat 
defense was too fast, too strong and before too long took control of the 
game.  Through the first half the Salem Rams had 4 offensive 
possessions with no first downs loosing 11 yards in total. 
 

Wildcat #31 Dante Fabiano (5 solo tackles all for loss) and #31 
Cameron Spinale (5 solo tackles 4 for loss) lead the defensive 
onslaught over Salem.  Supporting with solo tackles were #20 Ben 
Williams, #7 Tyler McGrath, #16 Blake Buttle, and #5 Colton Boorda. 
 

Above right Fabiano busts through the line for the TFL (tackle for loss) 
 

Forcing Salem out on their first possession the Wildcats took over and behind a 14 yard Colton Boorda run and a 36 yard 
TD run by #28 Griffin Salce the Wildcats went ahead 7 to 0.  On the final series of the first quarter taking over near mid-
field Dante Fabiano would break a long run to 
the 9 yard line.  From there Colton Boorda 
would punch it in for the Wildcats.   Right – D8 

performs at halftime 
 

On Salem’s next possession, Tyler McGrath 
would recover a fumble giving he ball back to 
Londonderry.  Dante Fabiano would take  the 
ball to the 19; and from there Colton Boorda 
would complete a pass to #8 Jacob Cervantes 
for the score and Londonderry would pull 
ahead (Spinale EP run) 20 to 0. 
 

Late in the second quarter behind the running 
of #34 Andrew Wolf and #78 Anthony 
Cippoletta Londonderry would score again on the Colton Boorda QB keeper and 26 to 0 half-time lead. 
 

Opening the 3rd quarter on a two minute drive Londonderry would earn the lop-sided victory on a Griff Salce TD run and 
the 32 to 0 win. 
 

Below #28 Griffin Salce takes the direct snap.  #31 Dante Fabiano and fellow back #5 Colton Boorda lead the way.  The line including 
#20 Ben Williams, #88 Ryan Costarelli, #16 Blake Buttle, #77 Aaron Buckley, #43 Cameron Grassis, and #30 Cameron Spinale 
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9U – Holds Off the Rams 
By Samuel Bell – EndZone Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 

Salem started the game quickly, briefly putting the Wildcats off balance.  On their opening 
series facing a 4th and 18 Salem completed a pass play for the first down.  The Wildcats 
would have no more of that, shutting down the Rams and taking over on downs on the  
36 yard line after the Rams consumed nearly 6 minutes of clock time.  Wildcat #89 
Jordan Ball (right) behind the Wildcat line would pound out 4 successive running plays up 
the middle gaining 23 yards down to the Ram 41.  Jordan taking the ball again from QB 
#87 Sully Daron would start right and then hand the ball off to a now streaking #18 Eli 
Bettencourt.  From there Eli would take the ball on the reverse over the left side – and 
with a clearing block by QB Daron would score on the 36 yard TD play.  With the Jordan 
Ball EP run the Wildcats would take the early lead. 
 

On a blinding quick set of 
series Salem would score on a 66 yard TD run and with the 
critical stop of the EP run by Wildcat #11 Joshua Wheeler the 
Cats lead was cut to one leading 7 to 6.  On the next series 
Londonderry would quickly move the ball.  First on a QB keeper 
by Sully Daron of 33 yards, and then Jordan Ball down to the 1 
yard line.  From there Daron would sweep right for the score 
and with Jordan’s EP run the Wildcats would extend their lead 
to 14 to 6 to start the 2nd quarter.   Left - #2 Will Hazzard and Eli 

Bettencourt get the TFL 
 

The Londonderry defense would shut down the Salem offense 
by taking advantage of Salem mistakes.  Moving the ball down 

field the Salem running game was finding holes in the Wildcat defense.  However, and alert William Hazzard would 
recover a Salem fumble giving the ball back to the Cats.  Londonderry would stall offensively and give the ball right back 
to Salem with over a minute in the half. 
. 

With time running out Salem would turn to the pass in an effort to pull closer to Londonderry.  With 12 seconds in the half 
an alert Eli Bettencourt would intercept an errant Salem pass on the Wildcat 20 protecting the Londonderry lead at the 
end of two quarters of play.   
 

Starting the 3rd quarter the Wildcat offensive line would take over.  Power football up the middle – keep running it until 
they can stop it.  Off tackle to the right, off tackle to the left, and power up the middle.  Wildcats Ball and Daron would 
pound out a 5 minute drive with Ball getting the score on a 1 yard TD run and the Wildcats would pull ahead 20 to 6. 
 
On the next Salem series #13 Dillon Doucette would strip the ball from the Salem back and Jordan Ball would scoop up 
the fumble.  Eli Bettencourt would lead the defense with 7 solo tackles (2 for loss) with Jordan Ball (5 solo tackles, 2 for 
loss) and #11 Joshua Wheeler (5 solo tackles, 1 for loss) providing key support.  In addition to his fumble recovery William 
Hazzard and #21 Tyler Thomas would add 2 solo tackles each. 
 
Salem would get the ball back but a 
bending but not breaking Wildcat 
defense would again give the ball back 
to the offense.  From there in a long 
time-consuming drive Londonderry 
would push the ball down to the Salem 
22.  After a series of penalties 
Londonderry was facing a 4th and 18 on  
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the Salem 22.  QB Daron fell back to pass connecting 
with William Hazzard who was downed one yard short of 
the first down.  This would pin Salem all the way back on 
their 5 yard line with time no longer on their side. 
 
Londonderry and Salem would trade series but time and 
the Wildcat defense would win it for Londonderry with 
the final Londonderry 20 to Salem 6. 
 
Right - The Wildcat line readies for the play - #20 Raymond 
Hickford, #81 Owen Crafts, #10 Caelum O’Loughlin, #57 Isaac 
Leeper, and #15 Broch Stgelais 

 
 
 
 

 
 

10U – Wildcats Power Past Salem 
By Levi Woodbury – EndZone Sr. Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 
The first quarter was all Londonderry as the Wildcat power running attack controlled the clock and the score.  After taking 
the opening kick-off on the 48 yard line on the 3rd play from scrimmage fullback #78 Kyle Romanek would rumble left and 
take the ball all the way down to the 1 yard line, short of the goal.  On the next play #19 Kamron Weeks would score and 
put Londonderry ahead by 6. 
 
Salem would take over and found no 
room to run giving the ball up on downs 
back to the Wildcats.  From there the 
offense would continually pound the 
ball starting on their own 46.  Behind 
Romanek, #29 Tyler Boudreau (who 
would gain 36 yard on this series 
alone), Kamron Weeks (who would 
score on a 14 yard TD run) and a #55 
Aidan Marshall EP run (right) would put 
Londonderry ahead 13 to 0 at the end 
of the first quarter. 
 
Starting the 2nd quarter the Salem 
offense would again sputter giving up 
the ball up on 4th down play when a 
charging Wildcat #32 Jonah Feliciano would 
stop the back for a loss giving the ball to 
Londonderry. 
 
On a drive that consumed nearly 6 minutes 
of the quarter without scoring Londonderry 
would give the ball back to Salem.  The 
Rams would then quickly score on a sprinting 
46 yard TD run pulling within 6 of 
Londonderry 13 to 7. 
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With 4 minutes to the half Londonderry’s Kamron Weeks would return the 
ensuing kick-off 25 yards to the Salem 35.  Kamron and Tyler Boudreau would 
push the ball down field and the final 2 yard Tyler TD run would put the 
Wildcats up 19 to 7 to end the half. 
 
Left - #29 Tyler Boudreau and #32 Jonah Feliciano get the tackle as #78 Kyle 
Romanek looks on. 

 
Salem would again surge back taking the 2nd half opening kick-off 52 yards for 
the TD.  Not to be outdone the Wildcats would quickly punch back with Tyler 
Boudreau taking the next kick-off 52 yards and with the Marshall EP run put 
Londonderry on top 26 to 13. 
 
Jonah Feliciano and Kyle Romanek would lead the defensive effort holding 
back the Rams. each recording 5 solo tackles.  Supporting the defensive 
efforts were #39 Brody Labbe, Kamron Weeks, and #24 Anthony Braithwaite 
with 2 solo tackles each.  #54 Austin Holmes would record a solo tackle to go 
along with his fumble recovery to end a Salem drive. 

 
With the defense comfortably in control 
Kamron Weeks would score again late 
in the 3rd quarter on a 16 yard TD run.  
Rounding out the scoring would be #11 
Tyler Costarelli who would score on a 
12 yard run late in the 4th quarter to 
secure the 39 to 13 Londonderry 
victory. 
 
Right - #29 Tyler Boudreau sweeps outside 
behind #88 Nicholas Bishop, #87 Tyler 
McKenzie, and #65 Aidan Donovan clear 
the way forward. 
 
Below – D8 Cheer @ half time 

 

 
This week’s pictures courtesy of Jess 

Howard, David Daron, Charlie Ogden, Jim 

Loiselle, and Kevin McKenzie 
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11U – Downed by Salem 
By John Bell – EndZone Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 

Mixing up the offense with runs up the middle, some miss-directions and the pass the Ram defense had an answer for 
every Wildcat attempt to move the ball and score.  
 

The 1st quarter was a draw with teams trading possessions.  Londonderry was able to move the ball behind runs by #18 
Caiden Malek, #27 Devin Boles, and QB #8 Sam Ogden. 
 

Starting the 2nd quarter Salem found the end-zone on a 61 yard TD run with the back taking the pitch and sweeping 
outside for the score.  Londonderry would move the ball steady down field on their next series consuming over 5 minutes 
of time behind runs from Malek and Boles with #59 Reagan Fitzgerald taking the ball down to the 4 yard line.  On the 4 
yard line QB Ogden would fall back to pass being rushed from his right he was forced to scramble left and he found the 
end zone.  His EP pass attempt to Fitzgerald fell short and Londonderry pulled close to Salem 6 to 7. 
 

With now under two minutes in the half Salem 
would score twice once on a long run and 
again after recovering their on-side kick off to 
lead 21 to 7.  Salem would again cover an 
onside kick to protect their lead going into half-
time. 
 
Left - #33 Colby Walden gets the tackle as #80 
Ethan Wheeler, #30 Dean Kidder, #64 Dillon Tufts, 
and #48 Cole Metivier swarm in 

 
 

Salem taking the opening 3rd quarter kick-off would quickly score now leading 27 to 6. 
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The Wildcat defense would stiffen to keep Salem in check, giving the offense opportunities to score.  On several long 
series the Salem defense also held Londonderry in check.  
Wildcat Boles, Malek and Ogden would move the ball.  
Londonderry found some success in the air.  On the day Sam 
Ogden was 5 for 9 passing for 38 yards and a pair of 
interceptions.  He was rushed on several attempts but was 
able to gain positive yards with his feet and downfield 
blocking. 
 

The Wildcats would score after a long drive to start the 4th 
quarter but time was not on the Wildcat side.  Salem would 

again score twice late in the 4th quarter to take the 39 to 
13 victory. 
 
 

Above - #8 Sam Ogden falls back to pass with his line of #33 
Colby Walden, #7 Cole Hubbell and #75 Aidyn Sevin providing 
protection 
 

Left – The DEFENSE sets ready with #14 Alexander Villa, #42 
Paul Binder, #64 Dillion Tufts, #99 Cody Gray, and #27 Devin 
Boles at the ready 

 

 

12U – Wildcats Fall to Salem 
By Matthew Harvey – EndZone Guest Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 

Salem came out swinging and the Rams offense took control of the game and the score quickly on their first two series.  
Londonderry would receive the opening kick-off but Salem would force Londonderry out on downs to start the game and 
then swiftly score on a long running play and score again after a Londonderry fumble.  Salem converted the fumble 
scoring to take the early 12 to 0 lead just 5 minutes into the game. 

 
Londonderry, however, would answer on their next series 
with QB #1 Camden Brutus completing a 56 yard TD pass 
to #22 Matthew Carrol (left) on a slant play and run.  Salem 
would immediately reply on their next possession scoring 
on a 41 yard run from scrimmage, keeping their lead. 
 
Londonderry would attempt a fake punt on their next series 
that was covered short by Salem.  The Rams would take 
advantage of the gaffe with another score pulling ahead 
now 25 to 6 early in the 2nd quarter. 
 
Making adjustments the defense was able to get some 
pressure on the Salem Ram offense (that is ranked 9th 
nationally in AYF Football).   
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For Londonderry #34 Michael Thistle had 4 tackles including 2 QB sacks.  Wildcats #84 Jaydon Navarro. #20 Cameron 
Chambers, and #75 Tyler Miles each had 3 solo tackles.   
 
Right - #75 Tyler Miles and #20 Cameron Chambers make the tackle 
 

Salem would score again with 9 seconds in the half on a pick-6 pass 
interception and then again early in the 3rd quarter on a 49 yard pass 
play.  With that Salem would get the lop-sided victory 37 to 6 over 
Londonderry 
 

 
Left – D12 Cheer on the Sidelines 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Wildcat Fan Gear  -  Wildcat fans don’t forget to order your Londonderry Wildcat fan gear on-line.  There are two 
more orders being placed, first on September 17th and again on November 30th.  Go to www.lyfs.org and select 
the Fan Gear tab at the top of the page to see a selection of Wildcat items and ordering details. 
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